ABSTRACT Exascale computing requires accelerators with ultrahigh power efficiency. Digital signal processors (DSPs), the most important embedded processors widely known for high power efficiency, are rarely explored in the HPC community. We propose a 64-bit general purpose DSP architecture, FT-Matrix2000, which not only integrates the main features of DSPs but also presents several novel enhancements for scientific computing. The FT-Matrix2000 architecture comprises multiple FT-Matrix2 cores and optional RISC CPU cores. The FT-Matrix2 core utilizes a VLIW+SIMD architecture, provides support for double precision operations, and optimizes both the data and control path for scientific computing. Our evaluations show that the performance and efficiency of FT-Matrix2000 are 1107GFLOPS and 92.25%. Compared with the MIC and a 40nm process GPU, FT-Matrix2000 improves the GEMM power efficiency with a factor of 1.49 and 2.68, respectively. We build up a prototype supercomputer with FT-Matrix2000/12. Its HPL efficiency achieves 62.2%, and the performance power ratio is 5.33 GFLOPS/W, which can rank the fourth in the latest Green500 list. These results validate that the FT-Matrix2000 architecture is suitable for scientific computing while maintaining the efficiency of signal processing well. Moreover, the enhancement of FT-Matrix2000 in vector and matrix related computations also enable it to efficiently support deep learning related applications. We have implemented some typical DCNN models on FT-Matrx2000, NVIDIA GPUs, and Vision P6 DSP. The experiments demonstrate that the average computation efficiency of the proposed architecture based on Matrix2000 is about 20 ∼ 35% and 8% higher respectively than GPUs and Cadence Vision P6 DSP.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exascale computing requires designs with ultrahigh power efficiency. An efficient way to continuously improve power efficiency is deploying heterogeneous architectures with hardware accelerators. By 2016, nine of the top ten supercomputers in the green500 list [1] and three of the top ten supercomputers in the top500 list [2] utilize special accelerators, including x86 based many-core co-processors and GPGPUs. However, the most important embedded processors, digital signal processors (DSPs), are rarely explored in the high-performance computing (HPC) community, even though they are widely known for high power efficiency [3] . We carry out this study to validate whether a DSP is efficient for scientific computing.
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Early DSPs were not considered for scientific computing, because they did not support floating point operations. Nowadays, floating point functional units are essential for high performance DSPs [3] . Also, compared with x86 based CPU and GPGPU co-processors, the DSPs have multiple advantages for scientific computing. First, DSPs have a high power performance ratio. This is very appealing since the power consumption has already become as important as, if not more than, the performance for exascale computing. Second, several features of DSPs (such as the scratchpad memory and imprecise interrupt) ensure real-time and predictable execution and improve the computation efficiency. For example, the explicitly managed scratchpad memory enables programmers to easily hide the data movement latency behind the computation latency [3] .
A preliminary exploration with the TI C6678 showed excellent promise of applying DSPs into scientific computing [4] . Yet, C6678 is mainly designed for signal processing; it lacks important features for scientific computing. For example, its peak double precision performance is only 32GFLOPs, which is quite limited for scientific computing. Also, its GEMM efficiency is only 57%, which is far less than the efficiency of other processors like CPUs or GPGPUs.
Instead of experimenting with existing DSPs, we propose a novel architecture, the FT-Matrix2000 general purpose DSP architecture, for both signal processing and scientific computing. FT-Matrix2000 preserves main features of DSPs, including low power consumption and real time processing. Also, it integrates several novel enhancements for scientific computing. FT-Matrix2000 comprises multiple FT-Matrix2 cores and optional RISC CPU cores. To provide high performance for signal processing, the FT-Matrix2 core utilizes a VLIW+SIMD architecture. It contains a scalar processing unit (SPU), a vector processing unit (VPU) with 16 vector processing elements (VPE), and the on-chip scratchpad memory with both vector memory (VM) and scalar memory (SM).
There are four key features of the FT-Matrix2000 architecture: First, both the data path and control path of FT-Matrix2 core are highly optimized for scientific computing. The widths of data path and general purpose register are increased to 64 bits to support double precision operations. Rich arithmetic types, including division, transcendental and reciprocal operations are supported. Overall, the peak double precision performance of a FT-Matrix2 core is 100FLOPs each cycle.
Second, FT-Matrix2 core provides high bandwidth and low latency memory access. The VM provides a 4096-bit wide data path for the VPU; each VPE can load or store four double precision operands simultaneously. To further improve the bandwidth, scalar broadcast is supported to broadcast data from the scalar register of SPU into the vector register of VPU.
Third, FT-Matrix2000 proposes a memory-side shared global cache (GC) to reduce off-chip DRAM access latencies. GC allows users to change the address interleaving mode to achieve configurable share/private partitions. It also allows zero-reuse data to bypass the GC to prevent cache pollution. Moreover, the GC applies a priority replacement policy to extend the stay for high-reuse data.
Fourth, FT-Matrix2000 deploys a direct memory access (DMA) controller, which can transpose matrix during data movement for efficient scientific computing. It also integrates novel designs to improve the DRAM access locality and SIMD occupancy.
To ease the use of the FT-Matrix2000 chip, we build a complete set of programming tools, including the compiler, assembler and linker, for the FT-Matrix2000. The compiler is highly optimized to efficiently support both VLIW and SIMD paradigms. Several parallel support libraries, including the BLAS, FFT and OpenGL library, are developed for high level applications.
The FT-Matrix2000 architecture can be implemented in two varieties: an accelerator and a host processor. When FT-Matrix2000 works as an accelerator, multiple FT-Matrix2 cores link external off-chip RISC CPU cores with a high speed I/O bus (i.e. PCIe). In the host variety, multiple FT-Matrix2 cores and on-chip RISC CPU cores are tightly coupled and share a single memory space, and FT-Matrix2000 can work like a computer.
We fabricated the FT-Matrix2000 architecture as a scientific computing accelerator on a 40nm process. The chip achieves 1GHz frequencies. Our experiments are conducted in two modes: in a testing board and in a prototype supercomputer with 160 Tflops peak performance. For the testing board, the performance of FFT is about 13.6 times of that of TI C6678. The performance and efficiency of GEMM are 1107 GFLOPS and 92.25% respectively. Compared with the MIC and a 40nm process GPU, FT-Matrix2000 improves the GEMM power efficiency by a factor of 1.49 and 2.68 respectively. For the prototype supercomputer, the HPL efficiency is 62.2%, and the performance power ratio is 5.33 GFLOPs/W, which can rank the fourth in the latest Green500 list. These results demonstrate that FT-Matrix2000 is an efficient architecture for both scientific computing and signal processing.
Deep convolutional neural network(DCNN) has become a successful and popular algorithm in the age of artificial intelligence [5] - [8] . DCNN algorithm could achieve stateof-the-art performance in regions such as object detection, image classification and so on [9] - [14] . The performance improvement of DCNN comes at the cost of huge amount of computations. Due to such computation pressure, it is necessary to accelerate DCNN based on hardware accelerators. And the FT-Matrix2000 is suited for accelerating DCNN because FT-Matrix2000 is efficient in vector and matrix related computations, which is the kernel computation pattern of manly deep learning applications. We tested some typical DCNN models based on FT-Matrix2000 and other hardware platforms, and the results show that FT-Matrix2000 provides high performance on DCNN models. These results demonstrate that FT-Matrix2000 is an efficient architecture for deep learning.
This paper makes the following main contributions:
• We propose FT-Matrix2000, a novel 64-bit DSP architecture with TFLOPs performance. The performance of FT-Matrix2000 can easily satisfy the requirement of scientific computing and future signal processing applications.
• We build a 160 Tflops prototype supercomputer with FT-Matrix2000, which achieves high efficiency and high performance power ratio in typical HPC benchmarks. This demonstrate that FT-Matrix2000 is an efficient architecture for scientific computing.
• We also show that FT-Matrix2000 is a promising architecture for deep learning applications like DCNN, compared with GPGPU and traditional DSPs, FT-Matrix2000 can improve the computation efficiency of GPGPU and DSPs by 20 ∼ 35% and 8% respectively.
II. FROM SIGNAL PROCESSING TO SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING AND DEEP LEARNING A. FEATURES OF A DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
Traditionally, it is generally believed that the main architecture differences between a DSP and a general purpose CPU lie in the separate buses between the instruction and data (Harvard architecture), the hardware multiplier and the dedicated address generation unit, etc. However, with the rapid evolution of the processor architecture, most of the above differences have faded away. Modern DSP and CPU architectures have many homogeneous characteristics in the calculation and control logic. Yet, we still find out that the followings are the basic features of current DSPs, which are different from CPUs: 1) Targeting embedded applications, DSPs are more power efficient and with stronger emphasis on realtiming. DSPs adopt series of structures to reduce power and enable the timing certainty, such as static parallelism exploration, the imprecise interrupt, the scratchpad memory, software cache coherence, direct high-speed IO interface transmission, etc.
2) The machine word of DSPs is usually less than or equal to 32 bits, while 32-bit and 64-bit CPUs are both very common. Indeed some DSPs like TI TMS320C6678 [4] can support the 64-bit calculation indirectly, which is so called a pseudo 64 bits calculation since its data path and the general registers are still 32 bits. 3) DSPs typically adopt the signal processing application oriented instructions, such as the dot product, the complex multiplication, or Galois field multiplication instructions. CPUs usually do not support such operations. 4) DSPs usually have a host port, through which, a host, such as a PC, can fully control the status of a DSP, including its internal memory/register resources. However, CPUs generally do not contain the host port.
B. LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING PROCESSORS
Scientific computing refers to using of computers to deal with the mathematical calculations in the scientific research and engineering technology. Currently, super computer systems usually adopt the co-processors to carry out the key operations in the scientific computing. We believe that the typical scientific computing co-processor should have the following characteristics. 1) Its computation precision, the peek computation ability and the power efficiency should be high. Most of the current co-processors have the peak double-precision performance of 1.0+ TFLOPS and the power efficiency of 5.0+ GFLOPS/W. 2) It should have the complete data type, which means including all the data types from 8-bit to 64-bit, numerical or logical, fixed or floating point even complex data types. The data structures include a single data, a vector and matrix data, or array type of them. 3) It should have abundant operation types. In addition to the general arithmetic and logical operations, it also need to have the MAC, dot product operations or other elementary functions, such as the square root or the exponential operation, etc. 4) It should optimally organize the memory and data path to have a smooth data bandwidth supply from inner chip to outside chip.
Currently, the co-processors used in scientific computing are mainly evolved from two kinds of processors: one is the many-core based on x86, such as Knights Corner (MIC) of Xeon PhiTM from Intel, and the other is GPGPUs, such as the Tesla from NVidia, the FirePro S from AMD. Although these co-processors have brought significant computing ability improvement to the super computer systems, they still have some defects: 1) the power efficiency is relatively low. MIC is so strong in general control, and not enough in terms of the calculation ability expansion. GPGPUs have the functional redundancy in graphic processing. 2) They still cannot ensure deterministic task execution time. MIC and GPGPUs generally use the cache and hardware cache coherence. The programmers may feel convenient to use since the detail of the memory access is transparent to them. However, this brings the non-deterministic memory access, which will lead to the mapping efficiency of an algorithm can hardly be further improved.
C. USING DSPs FOR SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING AND DEEP LEARNING
A current DSP architecture has obvious defects in terms of scientific computing. 1) 32-bit width of address and data path is not wide enough, which means lack of computation accuracy and memory space. 2) The peak computation ability and data types of a current DSP is insufficient to support scientific computing. 3) For embedded applications, current DSPs mainly rely on the large on-chip memory to ease the pressure of external storage bandwidth. Its ratio of peak performance and peak external storage bandwidth is too high, which is not suitable for scientific computing. 4) Although the latest DSP has begun to consider control enhancements, current DSPs are still deficient to support the task management, process scheduling, interrupt management, and OS. 5) Current DSPs lack of a unified high-level programming model to manage different kinds of parallelism, such as multi-core, VLIW, vector and SIMD. These problems seriously limit DSPs to be a co-processor of scientific computing.
It is both innovative and challenging to use DSPs as scientific computing co-processors. This paper extends the DSP to the field of scientific computing and proposes a novel DSP through a list of architecture improvements. The proposed novel DSP architecture includes three aspects. First, it retains the basic DSP characteristics excepting the machine word length of 32 bits. Second, it extends several features in computation, memory and control structures for scientific computing. Third, it has the corresponding advanced programming model and software environment. These characteristics of the novel DSP architecture also make it suitable for applications beyond scientific computing, such as deep learning applications.
III. THE ARCHITECTURE OF FT-MATRIX2
As shown in Figure 1 , FT-Matrix2 core deploys VLIW+ SIMD architecture with tightly coupled scalar and vector processing units. The instruction dispatcher can issue 5 scalar instructions to SPU and 6 vector instructions to VPU simultaneously every cycle. Table 1 shows the brief information for each instruction issue slot. Figure 2 shows an example of memory mapping of 5 parallel instructions, which can be issued at the same cycle. The SPU in FT-Matrix2 is composed of SPE, SM and flow control. SPE is in charge of scalar arithmetic and logical operations, and SM supplies data for SPE. VPU has 16 homogeneous VPEs. Shuffle network is used to exchange data among VPEs, and supports arbitrary permutation mode. The dedicate vector memory in VPU provides data for 16 VPEs. SVR is a special register group, which supports data exchange between SPU and VPU at register level. To SPU, SVR is a group of scalar registers. To VPU, SVR is a vector register. EDI is an emulate and debug interface, which provides a channel accessing internal register/memory resources for external host.
A. ISA DESIGN FOR 64BITS OPERATION
FT-Matrix2 uses an expanded 40/80-bit instruction set to improve the processing efficiency of double-floating data. Figure 2 shows an example of instructions with different instruction lengths. For processing double-floating data efficiently, the width of scalar general purpose registers (GPRs) in SPU is set to 64-bit, and that of vector GPRs in VPU is 16 * 64-bit. Both scalar GPR count and vector GPR counts are designed as 64 to fully feed up MAC pipeline. FT-Matrix2 provides 16 base address registers and 16 address offset registers, which are used by SPU and VPU to generate scalar and vector data addresses respectively. The width of these registers is 36-bit to enable large scale data processing.
FT-Matrix2 optimizes instruction issue slots, and increases instruction issue slots from 10 (FT-Matrix) to 11, to support the increased computing density. 
B. ENHANCED ARITHMETIC ABILITY
FT-Matrix2 enhances the computational accuracy, operation type, and computational capability for both DSP applications and high-performance scientific applications.
1) ENHANCEMENT IN COMPUTATIONAL ACCURACY
The FT-Matrix2 instructions (except divide, square root, and basic elementary functions in SPE), with full pipeline implementation in MAC unit and Bit Processing (BP) unit, are designed to support scientific computing, especially compatible with IEEE754 double-precision floating-point standard. The bandwidths of register file and execution pipelines are all 64 bits. Meanwhile, highly hardware reuse MAC structure is designed to reduce the overhead and improve computation efficiency. The data path of double-precision floating-point operations is extended to support 64-bit fixed-point, 32-bit SIMD fixed-point and single-precision SIMD floating-point operations. A 64 × 64 multiplication is reused for 64-bit fixed-point MAC operations and the 53 × 53 mantissa multiplication for floating point MAC operations and reduced the overhead about 41%.
2) ENHANCEMENT IN OPERATION TYPE
As shown in Table 1 , the FT-Matrix2 operation types are enhanced in the following aspects. First, low latency double-precision floating point FMA (fused multiplyadd), multiplication, addition /subtraction with dual-path scheme [15] is presented and the execution cycles of these operations are 6, 4, 3, respectively. Second, basic elementary function unit, implementing floating-point divide and square root based on SRT-8 [16] and sine, cosine, exponential, and logarithm based on CORDIC algorithm [17] , are integrated in SPE with iteration mode to efficiently calculate complex functions in scientific applications, such as Linpack and OpenGL. Finally, basic DSP operations, such as singleprecision/32-bit dot and complex multiplication operations, are implemented with the extension of double-precision/ 64-bit data path to improve the performance of FT-Matrix2 for DSP application.
3) ENHANCEMENT IN COMPUTATIONAL CAPABILITY
In order to provide the highest peak performance and efficiency of computation structure for scientific applications, as many MAC units as possible should be integrated. However, the number of MAC units in each VPE is limited with the number of Read/Write ports and the size of register file. Thus, three MAC units are equipped in each VPE and execute three FMA operations in parallel at each cycle. Meanwhile, in order to improve the performance for DSP applications, the data path in double-precision/64-bit pipeline is reused to implement SIMD single-precision/32-bitoperations.Three execution pipelines, two for MAC units and one for BP unit, are included in SPE. And, four execution pipelines, three for MAC units and one for BP unit, are included in VPE. Thus, 50 MAC operations can be calculated simultaneously at each cycle in FT-Matrix2 and the peak performance of double precision and single-precision floating-point can reach 100 GFLOPS and 200 GFLOPS, respectively, running at 1 GHz.
C. OPTIMAL MEMORY ORGANIZATION
FT-Matrix2 can afford high-bandwidth memory access for scalar and vector arithmetic units. It has two kinds of memories: 1) Scalar memory (SM), which can be configured as L1 data cache or scratchpad memory. 2) Vector Memory (VM).
When SM is under L1 data cache mode, SPU can access external memory space through Global Cache (GC). The programmable L1D Cache flush registers are designed for user to maintain the cache coherence. While SM is under scratchpad memory mode, SM has its own addressing space. Except for accessing SM, the scalar load/store instruction can also access the peripheral space to configure the peripherals.
Vector memory supports four way parallel accesses, i.e. two vector load/store instructions, one DMA read channel, and one DMA write channel. It can afford 64 words/cycle data bandwidth for 16 VPEs at most.
Considering the frequent shuffle operations in the FFT algorithm with Binary-Exchange mapping method, besides supporting general aligned or unaligned continuous linear addressing modes, VM also provides six special vector access instructions with shuffle operations. These instructions can totally eliminate the shuffle operations, bring performance improvement and code size reduction for DIF/DIT FFTs. Compared the prior work [18] , these instructions are suitable from radix-2 FFT to radix-2/4 FFTs.
D. IMPROVING THE CONTROL LOGIC FOR OS
As shown in Figure 1 , FT-Matrix2 provides EDI to exposure all architecture memory (SM and VM) and registers (scalar/vector GPRs, states/configuration registers, etc.) to external host (a CPU on/outside chip). By EDI, the host can accomplish program/data offload, startup or pause FTMatrix2 core, etc.
Exception report/handle, privilege management and MMU are introduced in FT-Matrix2, and these mechanisms are used to support operating system. More than 10 kinds of events, such as divided by zero, addressing overstep, synchronization timeout, etc., will generate exception. These exceptions can be handled by FT-Matrix2 itself, or just report to CPUs. FT-Matrix2 supports two privilege levels: the supervisor level and the user level. In addition, FT-Matrix2 uses a segmentbased MMU scheme to provide memory protection based on privilege levels. Based on this scheme, FTMatrix2 supports addressing overstep exception for program fetch, data load/store, DMA data moving. Once such violation is happened, the memory operation is canceled, and an overstep exception is reported.
E. GEMM MAPPING BASED ON FT-MATRIX2
The general matrix multiplication (GEMM) plays an important role in scientific computing. It occupies more than 95% of the execution time for the Linpack [19] . Here, we take GEMM as an example to explain how to map an algorithm on FT-Matrix2.
As shown in Figure 3 , we place data of 16 × 16 matrix C, A and B on SM in SPU and VM in VPU respectively. For simplicity, Figure 4 only shows operations on one MAC unit, but it is easy to extend the work-flow to 3 MAC units. 
IV. FT-MATRIX2000 ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Figure 5 , FT-Matrix2000 is a DSP-based heterogeneous multi-core architecture, including multiple FT-Matrix2 DSP cores and multiple CPUs (optional). Two execution models are supported: accelerator mode and host mode. Under the accelerator mode, the off-chip CPUs are masters, and FT-Matrix2000 is an accelerator. CPUs can accomplish program/data offload, startup or pause each FT-Matrix2 core, etc. FT-Matrix2 cores can send interrupts to CPUs to report specific change of task states, and send exceptions, including address overstep, zero division, etc. to report any abnormal operation.
Under the host mode, CPUs and FT-Matrix2 cores are tightly coupled with fine grain control and data transmission, and all CPUs and FT-Matrix2 cores share data by global cache on chip. All CPUs and FT-Matrix2 cores can access hardware synchronization unit (SYNC), which implement read/write lock and barrier, to enable data consistence among processors. CPUs and FT-Matrix2 cores boot from external memory device and run tasks independently.
A. SUPER NODE AND INTERCONNECTION
As shown in Figure 6 , the interconnection deploys n nodes to composite a ring architecture. A super node, which contains FT-Matrix2 cores (or CPUs, high-speed peripheral devices) and a sub-bank of global cache, communicates with the other nodes through a network interface (NI), where requests arbitration occurs and interconnection transactions arose. 
1) MULTI-LAYER LINKS AND HIGH-BANDWIDTH NoC
There are multiple-layer physical links of matched width for different transactions, such as command transactions, configuration transactions and data transactions. A 512-bit link for data transactions in each direction makes the bisectional bandwidth in this design is essentially considerable, which can efficiently meet the communication and data feeding requirements of DSP nodes.
2) BIDIRECTIONAL NoC
Some links run clockwise and the others counter-clockwise for the transactions of the same function. And more than one transaction can be carried out simultaneously in the same layer if they occupy different segments of the ring links. It can efficiently reduce the average hops and improve the throughput and traffic jam.
3) BUFFERLESS ROUTERS AND EXPRESS NoC
Bufferless-router and unblocking for transactions on the ring enable the realtime transmission. A transaction requests to the router from NI can be acknowledged only when the destination is available and the next links are available.
Besides, special physic design skills and efforts are made to ensure the exact one-cycle hop-delay. All those design considerations and implementation effort came out a reward of a low-cost and traffic-efficient ring interconnection.
B. GLOBAL CACHE
GC is the Last Level Cache (LLC) of FT-Matrix2000. It locates between the Ring and MCU. GC accelerates the access of DDR for Icache, Dcache, DMA and other devices, and supports the ECC (correct 1-bit error and check 2-bit error) of the data bank. Beside, GC provides a series of flush operations for programmers to support the software cache coherence, avoiding the timing indeterminacy of hardware cache coherence. GC adopts the distributed design policy. Each MCU has two corresponding Sub of GC (SubGC). SubGC has the characteristics of high bandwidth (1024bit/cycle), high capacity (512KB).
GC adopts three innovative strategies to deal with the more complicate trend of data access since the bigger proportion of the streaming and jumble data access under the scientific computing and embedded applications.
1) CONFIGURABLE SHARE/PRIVATE CACHE PARTITION
On the basis of the shared cache, GC provides programmers with control registers to change the high-low order interleaving mode of DDR space to achieve the configurable share/private cache partition. Figure 7 takes four DDRs as an example, the DDR space is divided into two parts, the upper part is interleaved on high-order address bits, and the lower part is interleaved on low-order address bits. The entire DDR space can be divided into 8 ratios between high-order and low-order interleaving spaces. Assuming the size of the DDR space is S, then the range size of high-order interleaving space can be S, S/2, S/4, S/8, S/16, S/32, S/64, and S/128, and the remaining space is low-order interleaving pace. 
2) CONFIGURABLE BYPASS CACHE POLICY
Zero-reuse data in the GEMM can seriously damage the access of high-reuse data, which will cause great loss of the performance. To address this issue, we provide the configurable bypass cache policy for users to set the zero-reuse block to not be located in GC. We add additional bypass-GC page attribute and design two separated pathways from the request sources to the data return path, which can totally isolate the bypass-GC requests and resident-GC requests.
3) PRIORITY REPLACE POLICY
Beside the zero-reuse block, the low-reuse block will also bring the jolt to the LLC. To let the high-reuse data reside in the GC as long as possible, GC adopts the priority replace policy, which includes the additional priority page attribute and hardware for tree-LRU with priorities. The data block with the high replacement priority can't be replaced by the data block with low replacement priority. Programmers can also configure the control register to clear the replacement priorities in all the GC cache lines.
The three strategies mentioned above are complementary to each other. In our evaluation, the execution time of GEMM and FFT for designs with these strategies decreased to about one-twelfth and one-fifth of the originals, respectively.
C. DMA
The Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller is the central module for data movement. Its basic function is to perform a point to point (P2P) transmission between a local memory (SM and VM) and a global memory (GC and DRAM) for a 2D data array. A 2D array comprises several frames, each of which has multiple words. The DMA controller incorporates several novel features to improve performance for scientific computing.
1) FEATURES TO IMPROVE THE MATRIX TRANSPOSE EFFICIENCY
The matrix transpose is one of the most important kernels of several scientific and engineering applications [19] - [21] , [24] . A traditional design first moves the source matrix into the local memory, and then uses the load/store and functional units to fulfill the transpose operation. This not only increases instruction overheads, but also consumes a significant amount of memory bandwidth. To overcome these limitations, the DMA controller deploys the matrix transpose (MT) transmission to transpose the matrix while moving the data.
The key component for MT transmission is an 8 × 8 matrix transpose register group (MTRG). As shown in Figure 8 , when all 8 rows are written, the DMA controller read the MTRG column by column. This transposes an 8 × 8 matrix.
Transposing a large matrix is performed by dividing it into multiple 8 × 8 blocks and then transposing these small blocks. We use the double buffering mechanism to further improve performance with two MTRGs. When one MTRG conducts write operations, the other one conducts read operations, and vice versa. Compared with the traditional design, the MT transmission achieves a 7.53 times speedup for transposing a 256KB matrix. 
2) FEATURES TO IMPROVE THE GEMM EFFICIENCY
The DMA controller optimizes the data movement for the widely used GotoBLAS GEMM implementation, which divides a matrix into several partitions, and distributes them to different cores for parallelization [22] , [23] . Figure 9 illustrates an example layout of 12 continuous partitions for 12 cores. Each partition comprises 512 48-word frames. The same frames of 12 partitions are in the one page, while different frames are in different pages. We proposed optimizations to improve the page access locality. The DMA controller moves data in a frame-major manner. Since the same frames of different partitions are in the same page, they achieve high page access locality. 
D. IO INTERFACE AND SYNCHRONIZATION
FT-Matrix2000 uses host interface to enable accelerator mode, under which one or multiple external hosts manage all resources within a processor of FT-Matrix2000 architecture. Host interface should be fast enough to overlap data transmission time and data processing time. Currently, PCIe is very suitable to be a host interface. In fact, we develop a dedicate PCIe driver under Linux operating system. The driver enables the host to control the whole workflow of the accelerator, such as program and data offload, start up or pause the execution of each core. In addition, FTMatrix2000 uses direct high speed IO to enable direct data transmission among multiple processors, which can greatly reduce the communication delay between hosts and accelerators. FT-Matrix2000 uses a hardware synchronization unit with hardware locks and barriers to support the synchronization efficiently among multiple cores.
V. SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT A. COMPILER FOR A SINGLE CORE
To ease the use of FT-Matrix2000, we provide a three level programming model shown in Figure 10 . The top level supports users to program in standard C, which can reduce application's development period. FT-Matrix2000 C Compiler can dig the vector data and produce vector instructions automatically. To improve performance, the middle level also provides Vector C programming. Users can use Vector C provided by FT-Matrix2000 compiler to gain more vector performance. Vector C is implemented in FT-Matrix2000 compiler based on intrinsic technology. If users want to gain higher performance, they can also program in FT-Matrix2000 assemble language, as shown in Figure 10 . 
B. MPI PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
With increasing core numbers, it is very urgent to support multi-core application developments for FT-Matrix2000. FTMatrix2000 MPI is ported on MPICH2.0. We choose MPI as multi-core FT-Matrix2000 application development environment, because:
• MPI is a mature stand: MPI stand is widely accepted in super computer;
• MPI demands less hardware support: MPI does compel FT-Matrix2000 to support Cache coherence;
• It is very simple for users to learn;
• MPI is suit for bigger granularity parallel applications. Users can configure different MPI running models according to applications. In host mode, the usual models are as Figure 11 (A). CPU offloads applications on DSP, and different DSPs communicate by MPI. The mutex of multi-threads is implemented on barrier and lock provided by FT-Matrix2000, and the data share is achieved by global memory.
In accelerator model, CPU nodes in FT-Matrix can be configured as a MPI node as shown in Figure 11 OpenGL2.0 (Open Graphics Library) is a programmable graphics standard supported by FT-Matrix2. FT-Matrix's architecture is very suitable for OpenGL. OpenGL2.0 libraries are implemented based on vector instructions and multi-cores to achieve high performance.
D. OS
uClinux [32] has many merits in embedded field including highly optimized performance, highly compressed code and good portability. We ported uClinux 2.6.34 stably on DSP core FT-Matrix2. The binary code compiled by the compiler is 1MB. In the same time, we also port UCOS [25] which supports multi-process management based on time slide rotating. UCOS is a lightweight operation system, which is suitable for embedded system. Users can achieve multiprocess management based on UCOS.
VI. CHIP DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE TEST A. CHIP DESIGN
Based on FT-Matrix2000 architecture, we implement FTMatrix2000 at 40nm CMOS process, which has 12 FT-Matrix2 cores, 1GHz clock frequency, and achieving 1.2 TFlops double-precision peak performance.
FT-Matrix2000 comprises 6 DSP nodes and 2 IO nodes which are connect by a non-blocking bi-direction ring interconnection. This interconnection consists of 8 routers, each of which interfaces the nodes, global cache or the IO peripheral equipment.
FT-Matrix2000 has 4 64-bit memory interfaces with 8-bit ECC and provides 128GB storage space. The DDR3 space is shared among all the masters, and accessed by the mechanism as shown in Figure 7 .
FT-Matrix2000 takes one PCIe 2.0 16x interface as host interface, which provides 80Gbps peek bandwidth.
We develop a dedicate PCIe driver under Linux operating system. By this driver, the host can control the whole work flow of the accelerator, such as program and data offload, start up or pause the execution of each core. In addition, FT-Matrix2000 has two SRIO1.4 4x interfaces, which are used for peer-to-peer communication among multiple chips. Each SRIO interface provides 12.5Gbps bandwidth. FT-Matrix2000 is designed at 40nm CMOS technology. There are more than 80M standard cells, 116 Mb on-chip memories, and 804 signal IOs. Figure 12 is the final floorplan. 8 ring nodes locate at the center of the chip. 12 DSP cores are placed around the ring nodes. The spaces between ring nodes and DSP cores are used for top level interconnect. The longest distance between DSP core and ring node is 7000 um. Because there are more than 20000 interconnect between FT-Matrix2 cores and the ring nodes, the timing between them is very critical. Bus routing techniques are used to solve these interconnect timing closure problems.
There are more than 29,000 interconnects between VPE, VM, and SC in each FT-Matrtix2 core. So the biggest challenge is to decrease the length of global interconnects and avoid routing congestion. The size is 5.17mm × 5.13mm. VPEs, SC, and VM are placed near the four sides.
Each VPE has 64 64b general purpose registers, which are divided into two register files with same structure. Each register file has 32 registers, 8 write port and 13 read ports. Figure 13 (a) is the layout of the register, with area of 402um × 174um. Figure 13 (b) is the circuit of write cell with 8 write ports. Figure 13 (c) shows the circuit of read cell. All circuits are designed using static CMOS logic to reduce power. The register file supports 13 read ports to access the same register simultaneously. Under typical corners, the read delay is 360ps, and the power of full load is 41mW@1GHz. The chip size is 23.9mm × 24.1mm. Nine levels of metals are used. Clock frequency is 1GHz. At typical corner, the chip peak power is 150.4W@1GHz.
B. PERFORMANCE TESTING OF SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING AND SIGNAL PROCESSING
To test the performance of FT-Matrix2000 chip as an accelerator, we build a testing board (shown in Figure 14 ) with 16 GB DDR3 DRAM modules. The FT-Matrix2000 chip is connected to the host PC, running Linux OS, via a 16x PCIe 2.0 interface. To facilitate the communication between host PC and our FT-Matrix2000 chip, we implement the PCIe driver, which provides two main functions: configuration and data block transfer. We use 1-D (single dimension)/2-D (two dimension) complex FFT and GEMM (dense general matrix-matrix multiplication) algorithm to test the performance of FT-Matrix2000 chip running at 1 GHz. Table 2 compares the performance of complex FFT on FT-Matrix2000 chip and TI C6678 DSP chip. We implement four types of FFTs: 512K 1-D single precision float point complex FFT, 256K 1-D double precision float-point complex FFT, 512K 2-D single precision float point complex FFT, and 256K 2-D double precision float point complex FFT. Due to the intensive floating point computing power and efficient data shuffle support in the FT-Matrix2000 chip, the performance of FFT exhibits that FT-Matrix2000 chip well maintains DSP's ability in traditional signal processing applications and achieves performance improvement by a factor of 13.6, compared with parallel implementation on TI C6678 DSP with 8 cores. Table 3 illustrates the performance and efficiency of FT-Matrix2000 chip for double-precision GEMM. GEMM implements the computation of C = C − A * B, in which A;B and C are matrixes, representing a typical kernel in high performance computing. We have tested different computation scales with the dimensions of matrix C increased from 512 * 576 * 300 to 512 * 576 * 700. As shown in Table 3 , with the increase of computation scale, the performance and computation efficiency of FT-Matrix2000 chip for GEMM increasing and reach up to 1107GFLOPS and 92.25%, respectively. Overall, the computation efficiency is above 90%. This is due to large computation power of FT-Matrix2000 chip accompanied with high inside memory bandwidth. So the parallelism of GEMM can be well exploited. This feature is critical in the super-computing environment. Figure 15 compares the performance, computation efficiency, and power efficiency of double-precision GEMM algorithm between FT-Matrix2000 chip and other co-processors, where TI DSP is TI TMS320C6678 DSP [26] , MIC is Intel Xeon phi co-processor (Knights Corner) [27] and GPU is NVidia Tesla M2050 [28] . Due to the extension and optimization of FT-Matrix2000 for scientific applications, our 12 cores chip can obtain the performance of 1107 GFLOPS for double-precision GEMM and computation efficiency of 92.25%. The performance and computation efficiency on FT-Matrix2000 chip for double-precision GEMM exceed high-performance and low power of multi-core DSPs (TI TMS320C6678 DSP) running at 1 GHz. The performance of FT-Matrix2000 chip is higher than TI C6678 by a factor of 63.2. The performance and computation efficiency of FT-Matrix2000 chip is little higher than these of Intel Xeon phi co-processor (Knights Corner), which is made at a 22nm process size and achieves 1052 GFLOPS of performance and 87.09% of computation efficiency for double-precision GEMM. Compared with NVidia Tesla M2050 GPGPU, with the same design process (40nm), our architecture can achieve higher power efficient with a factor of 2.68.
C. PERFORMANCE TESTING OF DEEP LEARNING APPLICATIONS
In recent years, deep convolution neural network(DCNN) has been widely used on image classification, semantic segmentation and so on. And the broader use of DCNN comes at the cost of huge computational complexity.
As FT-Matrix2000 is efficient in vector and matrix related computation, it could also be used for accelerating deep learning algorithms. We compared the utilization of computing resource on GPUs and other DSP, as shown in Table 4 .
We have implemented some typical DCNN models on a FT-Matrix2000 testing board in Figure 14 with a batch size of 16 and compared it with the NVIDIA GPUs with the same batch. Efland implemented DCNN on vector-SIMD DSP Vision P6 [29] . He only tested the computation efficiency of the AlexNet, and its computation efficiency is 57%.
We measured the performance of GPUs adopting Caffe framework with the latest CuDNN v7. The power on GPUs is obtained employing NVIDIA profiling tools. We tested the power of the testing board integrating FT-Matrix2000 chip and DDR in Figure 14 through a power test instrument. From Table 4 , it can be seen that the average computation efficiency of FT-Matrix2000 is about 20 ∼ 35% higher than GPUs, and 8% higher than DSP Vision P6.
D. APPLICATION TESTING OF A 160TFLOPS PROTOTYPE COMPUTER
Based on FT-Matrix2000 chip, we build a prototype super computer of 160TFLOPS. This super computer has 16 nodes.
Each node is composed with 2 computing blade boards and 2 accelerating blade boards by a NIC (Network Interface Card) chip to the NRM (Network Routing Mainboard) board for interconnect. A computing blade board is composed with 4 CPUs and an accelerating blade board is composed with 4 FT-Matrix2000 chips. The communication of two type blade boards is based on a PCIe2.0 x16. The performance of each node is 10TFLOPS. The whole super computer system has 128 CPU chips and 128 FT-Matrix2000 chips.
The YH-Kylin OS is operated in the super computer for node management and load balance. The application tasks are assigned to each CPU in the computing node with high speed network. The CPU loads the program, and input data to the FT-Matrix2000 chip, and fetches the outcome data from FT-Matrix2000 chip when finishing the computing.
TABLE 5.
The test results of double-precision HPL and FFT, where the perk performance of prototype supercomputer is 180 TFLOPS and A-Perf, RAtoP, Power, and RPtoP refer to the actual performance, ratio of actual to peak performance, system power, and ratio of performance to power, respectively.
Some benchmarks are tested in the super computer system, including double-precision HPL (High Performance Linpack) and FFTW. The results are shown by Table 5 . The FT-Matrix2000 chip of 1.2TFLOPS contributes most of the computing performance of the super computer. With the help FT-Matrix2000 chip. The ratio of actual to peak performance is 62.2% for HPL and the ratio of power to performance is 5.33, which can be ranked fourth in the last Green500 [1]. Compared with supercomputer with CPU and GPGPU, our super computer prototype can achieve more ratio of peak performance, such as works in a part of ''Chundoong'' supercomputer with Intel Xeon E5-2650 and AMD Radeon HD 7970 [30] , where performance and ratio of peak performance are 93.69 TFLOPS and 46%, respectively.
VII. RELATED WORK
Vector processing is massively adopted by state-of-art processors/cores, such as CPUs, GPUs, DSPs, etc. FT-Matrix [31] , CEVA and Tensilica [29] . DSP IPs are traditional 32-bit VOLUME 7, 2019 embedded DSP or DSP core, and CPUs adopt superscalar architecture, while GPUs are typical stream processors with multi-threading support. Both CPUs and GPUs cannot ensure execution time certainty. FT-Matrix2000 is the first 64-bit DSP architecture.
Although TI has mapped the GEMM algorithm on its most advanced multi-core DSP TMS320C6678 [4] , the efficiency of running GEMM (single precision) is less than 60%, which is far from the efficiency of other accelerators.
The Vector Memory can efficiently accelerate the data intensive applications with regular memory access modes, such as aligned and contiguous accesses. But for more complicated irregular access modes, the general VM is short of flexibility and confronted with memory conflicts and additional shuffles needs which lead to low bandwidth efficiency [33] . There was some research in the fused instructions of vector memory access and shuffle operation. Thomas [34] provided VHALFUP and VHALFDN instructions in VIRAM. But these instructions would bring an additional MOVE operation to buffer the temp result. Zhang et al. [35] put forward the VEXC instruction, which reduced the additional MOVE operation, but added an additional write-port to the register file. Both of them were only suited for radix-2 FFTs, and ours is suited for Radix-2/4 FFTs, and the improvement of ours proposed instruction is more obvious than them.
Dybdahl and Stenstrom [36] provided an adaptive shared/private partition scheme, which can adjust the ratio of shared cache to private cache by the application character. Ranjith and Yannis [37] allowed Cache adaptively changed the replaced policy following the behavior of workloads. However, the hardware cost of them too large, and our configurable share/private cache partition and priority replace policy in GC are different from them. Besides, our configurable bypass cache policy in GC drawed lesson from paper [38] .
Architectures with scratchpad memories usually deploy DMA controllers to move data between off-chip memory and on-chip scratchpad memories. For example, the DMA controller is the only way for moving data between the local store and the off-chip DRAM in the Cell processor [39] . Also, the TI C6678 integrates two kinds of DMA: a global DMA controller shared by all 8 cores moves data between on-chip memory and off-chip memory, and a private DMA controller moves data between L1 memory and L2 memory inside the core [4] . Recent research proposes to incorporate either software DMA controller [40] or hardware DMA controller into the GPGPUs [41] .
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a novel DSP architecture: FT-Matrix2000, and validates that it achieve high efficiency for scientific computing and deep learning applications. FT-Matrix2000 preserves main features of DSPs, and incorporates several novel optimizations for scientific computing. We design an accelerator FT-Matrix2000. Although the manufacture process is not very advanced, the evaluation results show that the FT-Matrix2000 architecture achieve both high performance and high efficiency. Its FFT performance is about 13.6 times of that of TI C6678. Compared with the MIC and a 40nm process GPU, FT-Matrix2000 improves the GEMM power efficiency with a factor of 1.49 and 2.68 respectively. The performance power ratio in a 160 Tflops prototype supercomputer with FT-Matrix2000 is 5.33 GFLOPS/W, which can rank the fourth in the latest Green500 list. Compared with other GPUs and DSP, FT-Matrix2000 improves the computation efficiency by about 20 ∼ 35% and 8% respectively for deep learning applications.
We hope that our novel DSP architecture open a new way for exascale computing and high performance servers. Our future work mainly focuses on following aspects: testing more scientific benchmarks and applications; providing more libraries for the FT-Matrix2000 architecture, such as the OpenCV library; optimizing the FT-Matrix2000 architecture for artificial intelligence applications; improving the deployment of the host processor of FT-Matrix2000 architecture. ZHAO LV received the master's degree in electronic engineering from the National University of Defense Technology, in 2014, where he is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree. His research interests include high performance computer architecture and VLSI design.
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